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Subject: Literacy 

In our Phonics lessons this week we will be looking at the two sounds; m and d.  

By the end of the week we would like the children to be able to correctly form 

the letters m and d using the formation rhyme practised at school.  

In our news lesson, our focus story is ‘What the ladybird heard’. We have al-

ready been reading this book in class so we will discuss what the story is about, 

who the characters are and recall the beginning, middle and end of the book. 

Encourage your child at home to retell the story and recognise the main charac-

ters. You could even get them to act this out for you or create a sequence of 

drawings to show what happens at each stage of the story.  

 

Subject: Maths  

To be able to sequence numbers to 10, match quantities and identify which 

number is more than or less than another. This week at home you could create 

your own number line outside. This could be created by writing numbers on 

leaves and putting them in order from 1 to 10. Then, get the children to find 

items from around the garden to match the quantity to the number.  

 

Subject: Project  

It’s space week! This week the children will be learning about the solar system. 

We will be creating our own rocket as we blast off and explore outer space! By 

the end of the week we aim for the children to be able to name some of the 

planets in our solar system and learn about Mars and how the Mars Rover 

reached the red planet!  

At home you could create your own rockets, a mobile solar system, design an 

alien and even practise our solar system song!  


